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In Charlie’s eyes, these collateral families are themselves second-class citizens relative to the
main family.
Coupled with the black history of ungratefulness, it is even more impossible for me to treat
them as adults in the future.
Letting them each have two younger generations to come to wade’s family to serve as a
servant is to let them know that their own mission is to serve the master.
More than 700 collateral members of the Wade Family heard this, although their hearts
were full of complaints, but with the lessons learned from the wade family, no one dared to
say a word at this time.
Seeing that everyone didn’t dare to object, Charlie said, “Since you all have no objection,
then this matter is settled.”
After all, he took the roster of this ancestor worship ceremony and said: “There are
information on each of the collateral branches of the Wade Family, as well as the list of
representatives who came to Eastcliff to participate in the ancestor worship ceremony.
Within a week, All families must submit the materials of selected young generations. As for
the selection criteria, my requirements are very high. You will listen to me.”

Everyone looked at Charlie with bated breath, wondering how harsh he would ask.
Charlie cleared his throat and said coldly: “First, it must be an immediate family member of
the Wade Family. Don’t even think about bringing an outsider or relative to me to fool me.
Those who come must have the surname wade, and they must be Grandchildren and
grandchildren of each of you!”
How dare everyone speak, they can only nod their heads in response.

Charlie said again: “Second, you must have a college degree or above;”

“Third, the age range is between 22 and 35 years old. Those over 35 years old are not
allowed! And it is not allowed to send all female dependents. In each family, at least one
male should be guaranteed.”
Some people’s expressions changed slightly.
At first they heard that they would send someone to the master’s house, and what they
thought was that they would be able to take pictures of the two girls. Children and
grandchildren are sent over to the present.
But as soon as Charlie said these words, all of them were very uncomfortable.
It’s okay to say that some families have many males, but those with few males are
depressed.
There are only two or three young grandchildren who meet the qualifications and age
requirements. They are either continuing to study for a master’s or doctoral degree, or have
received experience in the post. At this time, they are transferred to the Wade Family as a
subordinate, regardless of whether it is based on actual conditions. From the psychological
point of view, it is difficult for them to accept.
At this time, Charlie continued: “Fourth, all those who come to serve at the host’s house will
take turns every two years. After the two-year period expires, you can leave the host’s house
and return to your own home, but you must send the next group of people three months in
advance. Send it here and transfer work with the previous group of people at the same time
to ensure that all positions can be seamlessly connected, otherwise you will be the only one
to ask if you are on a business trip.”
When everyone heard this, their expressions were much more bitter than bitter gourd.
In their view, Charlie’s requirements for them were already extremely harsh.
Moreover, behind this, there is a faint feeling of ancient protons.
It’s like every vassal prince must send a son to the capital to be a hostage.
When they think of this level, it becomes even harder for them to accept it.
However, there is no way to accept it.

What Charlie is playing with them now is the power politics of diplomacy.
Not only economic sanctions, but also military threats and attacks, and even control of their
internal affairs.
Needless to say, economic sanctions, there are only a few families that can basically no
longer rely on the Wade Family like wade’s family, and most of the businesses of other
families rely on the Wade Family’s support.
Moreover, this group of people has all their cash sucked up by the Wanlong Temple, and
they have signed a five-year installment agreement, and the economic lifeline is already in
Charlie’s hands.

